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RBH INTRODUCES NEW FLAGSHIP SPEAKER TO
SIGNATURE SERIES LINEUP

T1 can be combined with RBH subwoofers and amplifiers 
for the ultimate home theater experience.

Las Vegas, NV – CES 2002, January 7-11 LVCC South 1-2 booth #D23151 -- RBH

Sound Inc. introduces the T1, their new flagship speaker in their award winning line of Signature

Series speakers. With a power handling capability of 500-watts and a sensitivity rating of 90db

the T1 was engineered to provide the ultimate in performance for large-scale home theater

systems.

With a driver array that consists of four 6.5-inch aluminum cone midwoofers and three 1-inch

silk dome tweeters the aptly named T1 is able to produce a stunning SPL of 120 decibels! “The

T1 came to fruition because of a dealer request”, says Daren Egan, RBH’s sales manager. “The

dealer wanted a large speaker that could produce extreme SPL levels for a very large home

theater system.” Thus the T1 was born.

The T1 can be used as a free standing speaker, as a custom install speaker placed in a cabinet,

or purchased as a package deal including subwoofers and amplifiers. The T2N package

consists of a pair of T1s and a pair of 1010SEN (non-powered) subwoofers. The T2P adds a

pair of SA-400 400-watt amplifiers to the T2N package for powering the subwoofers. For the

customer who wants nothing short of the best the T3 is the only way to go. By “sandwiching” a

T1 in-between two 1010-SEN subwoofers the towering T3 system provides astounding sonic

clarity throughout the frequency spectrum, and can produce sound pressure levels that would

rival a commercial theater!

The 1010-SEN subwoofer features two proprietary aluminum 10-inch woofers in a vented

cabinet that shares the same footprint as the T1. The 1010-SEN is the ultimate compliment to



the T1—ergonomically, aesthetically and sonically. Frequency response of the T1 is rated down

to 45 Hz wherein by the 1010-SEN will pick up the signal and provide rock solid bass response

down to 20 Hz! 

True to their roots, RBH put the ultimate electronics into the ultimate speaker. The midwoofers

are made from a proprietary aluminum material that is extremely rigid to avoid driver break up

that may lead to distorted sound and driver failure. The asymmetrical 4th order acoustic

crossover features a steep crossover slope of 24db per octave to ensure seamless integration

between the drivers with no overlaps. The T1’s cabinet is constructed using thick MDF (medium

density fiberboard) and is internally cross-braced to prevent unwanted cabinet resonance. Each

pair of T1 speakers are mirror imaged and are available in over 30 different real hardwood

veneer finishes.

Suggested retail pricing is as follows: T1 - $4099/pair, $5399/pair custom, T2N - $5997, $7797

custom, T2P - $7495, $9295 custom T3 - $9393, $11693 custom. T1 is expected to ship first

quarter 2002.

Since 1976, RBH Sound has been designing, engineering and crafting high-performance

loudspeaker systems, delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices. 

For the dealer nearest you, please contact: RBH Sound, Inc, 976 N. Marshall, Bldg. 2, Unit 4,

Layton, Utah 84041. (P) 801-543-2200. (Toll Free) 800-543-2205. (F) 801-543-3300. Web Site:

http://www.rbhsound.com/.

For press information, please contact Joseph Hageman (jhageman@castercomm.com) at

Caster Communications, Inc. (P) 401-792-7080 (F) 401-792-7040. Or log on to

www.castercomm.com.
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